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A B S T R A C T

The design method of polynomial control laws by mean of pole placement are actually smart solutions
to many industrial applications. This category of controllers is very popular in the industry; however most
of their applications concern only problems with constant reference signals. In this paper, we propose
an indirect adaptive controller by fractional order pole placement. The proposed control strategy is based
on the self-tuning control structure and on-line estimation of the plant model parameters using the Re-
cursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm. To show the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme two
simulation examples are presented. The first example is the control of a DC motor angular speed and
the second one is the control of an air-lubricated capstan drive for precision positioning. Improvement
in the system control dynamical behavior compared to classical control scheme has been shown for the
two illustrative examples.

Copyright © 2015, The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Karabuk
University. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Fractional adaptive control is a rapidly growing research topic [1].
Since the pioneering works of Vinagre et al. [2] and Ladaci and Charef
[3] a decade ago, a great number of fractional adaptive control ap-
proaches have been developed. Some researchers have been interested
in the Fractional Order Model Reference Adaptive Control (FOMRAC)
[4–8]; others have investigated the fractional adaptive PID control
domain [9,10]. Fractional order adaptive High-Gain control [11,12],
fractional IMC-based adaptive control [13] and robust fractional order
adaptive control [14,15] have also been introduced. Very recently frac-
tional adaptive extremum seeking control has been investigated in
Neçaibia et al. [16]. Because of the fractional, integral and derivative
orders, the fractional order adaptive control laws offer new maneu-
ver margins to the design engineers for control parameters tuning
making it possible to improve significantly the controlled system’s
behavior and robustness. Applications of fractional order control are
as various as robotics [3,9,14], autonomous guided vehicle (AGV) [17],
hydraulic flight simulator [18], automatic voltage regulator [6], po-
sition servo systems [19], and renewable energy systems [20–22].

In this paper we propose a new fractional order adaptive control
strategy based on the on-line indirect pole placement approach, by
imposing fractional order poles while identifying the process model
parameters in real time by mean of the least square estimation (LSE)

method. The resulting fractional order control dynamics are imple-
mented by making use of the so-called singularity function
approximation method [23]. The rational function approximation ob-
tained translates efficiently the controller synthesis to the classical
integer order algebraic domain allowing easy computing of the control
law from the general Diophantine equation. Two simulation ex-
amples are given to illustrate the enhanced performance obtained
by the proposed indirect adaptive fractional pole placement control
scheme and the usefulness of this real time control algorithm. The
first example presents the application of this technique to the ve-
locity control of a DC motor while as the second concerns the control
of an air-lubricated capstan drive for precision positioning.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some math-
ematical basics of the fractional calculus and the considered
approximation approach for fractional order functions. Section 3 in-
troduces the proposed indirect fractional order adaptive pole
placement algorithm with the estimation method. Illustrative ex-
amples of control applications are presented in Section 4 to show
the good performance of this control technique; finally some con-
cluding remarks in Section 5 comment on this work.

2. Fractional order systems

The 19th century offered the major developments of the
fractional-order derivative concept. Some recent reference books
[24,25] provide a good source for the fractional calculus state of the
art. However, application of fractional-order operators in dynamic
feedback control systems is just a recent topic but it is gathering
growing interest [26–29].
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2.1. Basic definitions

Fractional order integrals and derivatives are generalizations of
the classical (integer order) ones. Non-integer order fundamental
operators are commonly represented as a tDμ where a and t are the
limits and μ μ∈ℜ( ) the order of the operation. Researches in such
an ambiguous topic leaded mathematicians to many (different) defi-
nitions of this operator [25].

One of the fractional integro-differential operator definitions that
have most popularity is the Riemann–Liouville (RL) definition:

a t

n
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where Γ(.) is the Euler’s Gamma function, a t,( )∈�2 with a < t and
n an integer.

The Laplace transform of the Riemann–Liouville fractional op-
erator (1) under null initial conditions for the order μ, (0 < μ < 1)
is given by
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A single input single output (SISO) fractional order system can
be represented by the following transfer function,
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and s is Laplace operator.

2.2. Approximated fractional second-order transfer function

The main problem with fractional order control design is that
the resulting functions are of infinite dimension, whereas the im-
plementation of such controllers needs to be realized by finite
dimensional approximated linear filters.

This implies for the present work the need of an approxima-
tion method in order to replace the resulting fractional order
functions by quasi-equivalent rational transfer functions in order
to assign fractional order dynamics to the controlled system closed
loop. In order to achieve this goal, we shall use the simple but popular
singularity function method for approximation in the frequency
domain [23,30].

For the need of the case study below, let us focus on the frac-
tional standard second-order transfer function given by:
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where ξ is the damping factor, ωn the proper pulse and 0 < β < 1.
This function is usually employed as reference model in control

systems design because of the well known properties of the system
(4) in terms of the fractional order β and the damping factor effects
on time response [31].

The singularity function method makes it possible to approxi-
mate the fractional order transfer function (4) by a quotient of
polynomials in s. Two cases are distinguished

- Case 0 < β < 0.5:

We can express the function (4) as follows:
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with α = ξβ and η = 1 − 2β, which can also be approximated by the
function,
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The singularities (poles pi and zeros zi) are given by the follow-
ing formulas:
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εp is the tolerated error in dB. The approximation order N is cal-
culated by fixing the working frequency bandwidth, specified by
ωmax such that: p pN max N− < <1 ω , which leads to the following value:
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Ge(s) can then be rewritten under the form of a parametric func-
tion of order N + 2 as in Equation (11).
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The coefficients ami and bmi are computed from the singularities
pi, zi as well as α and ωn.

- Case 0.5 < β < 1:

The fractional transfer function is rearranged as follows:
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where α = ξβ and η = 2β − 1, developed as mentioned above with the
following values of poles and zeros:
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Ge(s) can than be written under the form of Equation (11).

3. Indirect fractional adaptive control strategy

The self-tuning regulator (STR) makes it possible to charge nu-
merical processors with many complex control tasks in real time
such as modeling, control law design, implementation, and valida-
tion. The adaptive auto-tuning control design presents particular
specifications: the considered design techniques have to be adapt-
able to real time computation making the controller parameters
available at every sampling period. This means that basic automat-
ic engineering methods (such as frequency methods, root locus, etc.)
are not useful here.

Starting from the assumption that the process model structure is
known (or specified), the plant model parameters are estimated on-
line, and the block labeled ‘Estimation’ in Fig. 1 gives an estimate that
will be used to compute the polynomial controller coefficients. This
scheme involves also some numerical calculus that is necessary to
perform a design of a controller with a particular method and a number
of design parameters that can be chosen externally [32].

The design problem is called the underlying design problem for
systems with known parameters. The block labeled ‘Controller’ is
a realization of the regulator whose parameters result from the
control design.

3.1. Pole/zero placement

The pole/zero placement approach is based on a very simple rea-
soning. The desired dynamics of the closed loop control system are
specified by means of the singular values of a transfer function that
is equated with the closed-loop transfer function of the real process
model. The controller parameters are unknown in this scheme but
they are closely related with the process parameters.

Consider the case of a well known causal system transfer func-
tion represented by:
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where q is the shift operator defined by: qf k f k( ) = +( )1 and
deg A deg B( ) > ( ) , and A and B are coprime polynomials. One has to
calculate the controller parameters in order to obtain the desired
dynamics of the closed-loop system given by the model expressed
by the discrete-time transfer function:
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The control structure capable to solve this problem is given in
Fig. 2.

It is well known that the general linear regulator can be given
by the formula:

Ru t Tu t Sy tr( ) = ( ) − ( ) (18)

where R, S and T are polynomials, u is the control signal, y the process
output and ur the reference signal. This control law represents a neg-

ative feedback with the transfer operator − S
R

and a direct

feedforward action with the transfer operator
T
R

.

By eliminating u in Equation (18) we obtain the following closed
loop equations,
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where v is a disturbance. The characteristic polynomial of the closed
loop system is then,

AR BS Ar+ = (20)

The key idea of this design method is to specify the desired
closed-loop characteristic polynomial, Ar. Whereas, polynomials R
and S can be determined from Equation (20).

In this procedure, the main design parameter is the polynomi-
al Ar, that is chosen to impose some desired properties and dynamic
behavior to the closed loop system. Equation (20) called the Dio-
phantine Equation and also the Bezout Identity plays an important
role in control theory algebra. Factor the B polynomial as

B B B= + − (21)

where B+ is a monic polynomial whose zeros are stable and so well
damped that they can be canceled by the controller and B−Fig. 1. Self-tuning regulator.

Fig. 2. Two parameter controller topology.
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corresponds to unstable factors that cannot be canceled. A com-
patibility condition is that B− must also be a factor of Bm. Hence

B B Bm m= ′− (22)

The closed-loop characteristic polynomial thus has the form

A A A Br o m= + (23)

where Ao is called the observer polynomial, to be designed such that
Equation (20) have a solution.

Since B+ is a factor of B and Ar, it follows that,

R R B= ′ + (24)

The following causality condition has to be verified:

deg A deg B deg A deg B dm m− ≥ − = 0 (25)

The chosen regulator has to be of the minimum possible degree,
and should not introduce further delays in the control loop. This
implies that polynomials R, S and T must have the same degree.

The following algorithm usually known as “minimal degree pole
placement” reports the main steps for the considered control law
design procedure:

3.2. Estimation

Many recursive estimation methods may be used to estimate the
coefficients of the polynomials A and B. In this work we will use
the simple but efficient Recursive Least-Squares (RLS) estimator.

Let the process model be written as follows (we neglect noises
for simplification sake),

y t a y t a y t a y t n b u t d

b u t d m
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One can notice this system linearity for the parameters with the
degree max n d m, 0 +( ) . Rewriting it as follows,
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The recursive least-squares estimator with exponential forget-
ting is given by:
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where the parameter λ, called the forgetting factor or discounting
factor, is chosen such that 0 < λ ≤ 1.

The convergence of the estimates to their true values is condi-
tioned by a good choice of the model structure which needs to be
adequate with the controlled plant and the input signals that have
to be exciting enough. In the deterministic case, a minimum of
n m max n m d+ + + +( )1 0, sampling periods is necessary for the al-
gorithm to converge [32].

3.3. Fractional order pole assignment

The principle control design objective is to impose a fractional
order characteristic polynomial Am

f in the Algorithm 1 and precise-
ly in the Diophantine Equation (26).

Let us consider the desired reference model (desired dynamic
poles) Gm to be of the fractional order standard form (4). By using
the singularity function approximation method we compute its ap-

proximated transfer function G
B
A

m
f m

f

m
f

= as given in Equation (11).

As the degree of Gm
f is higher than that of A, it is straightfor-

ward to take the observation polynomial Ao = 1. Thus: A Ar
f

m
f= . The

Diophantine Equation (26) becomes then,

AR B S Am
f′ + =− (30)

where Am
f is the denominator of the approximating function. By com-

bining the RLS estimation of Equation (30) with the minimal degree
pole placement method for control design given by the Algorithm
1, we obtain the following fractional order self-tuning regulator:

4. Simulation results

In this section we will apply the proposed fractional order adap-
tive control strategy to the control of two industrial plants and
compare their performance with that obtained for the classical
integer order adaptive pole placement controller. Firstly we will apply
the proposed control strategy to a Direct Current Motor velocity [33],
which a simple and widely used process in industrial applica-
tions. A second application is the control of air-lubricated capstan
drive for precision positioning [34] which is a more complex system
involving also a DC motor actuator.

4.1. DC motor angular velocity control

4.1.1. Plant modelization
A great number of industrial applications make use of the DC

motor as actuator particularly for low power processes. The motor
provides rotary motion directly and, if coupled with wheels or drums
and cables, it can provide translational motion. Fig. 3 shows the elec-
tric equivalent circuit of the armature and the free-body diagram
of the rotor.
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For the present simulation study, the voltage source (V) applied
to the motor’s armature is assumed to be the system’s input, while
the output is the rotational speed of the shaft d(θ)/dt. The rotor and
shaft are assumed to be rigid. We further assume a viscous fric-
tion model, that is, the friction torque is proportional to shaft angular
velocity. Table 1 presents the main physical parameters for the
system.

From the scheme of Fig. 3, we can derive the following govern-
ing equations based on Newton’s 2nd law and Kirchhoff’s voltage
law.

J b ki

L
di
dt

Ri V k

�� �

�

θ θ

θ

+ =

+ = −

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
(31)

In frequency Laplace domain, we obtain the following open-
loop transfer function relating the output �θ s( ) to the input V(s), after
some algebraic manipulations.

�θ s
V s

k
Js b Ls R k

( )
( )

=
+( ) +( ) + 2

(32)

The numerical values of the parameters from Table 1 give:

Y
U s s
=

+ +
81018

260 7 23942 .
(33)

4.1.2. Integer order adaptive pole placement control
Taking a sampling period T = 0.04 s, the system (33) is reformu-

lated in the discrete time domain as,

G q
q

q q
( ) = +

− + −

9 816 0 9112
0 683 2 959102 005

. .
. .

(34)

The desired poles to be imposed to the process are those of the
standard second order transfer function (4) with β = 1 (integer case),
ωn = 10 and ξ = 0.95.

We use the RLS algorithm (30) to estimate the process model
parameters, and after simplification of the Bezout identity (20), we
obtain the control law,

u k r u k t u k s y k s y kr+( ) = − ( ) + +( ) − +( ) − ( )1 1 11 0 0 1 (35)

where u is the control signal, ur the reference and y the process
output.

For the initial values:

θ λT = −[ ] =1 5317 0 61321 53251 2259 0 75. . . . , . ,

we obtain the simulation results of Figs. 4 and 5 for the ideal case
and in the presence of 5% magnitude additive output noises,
respectively.

The examination of the process output response to a step ref-
erence signal show a satisfactory behavior in absence of disturbances
and noises: an acceptable response time and a limited overshoot.
The simulation results show that the process output y follows the
reference signal, with still an acceptable performance even in pres-
ence of noises.

4.1.3. Fractional order adaptive pole placement control
The desired fractional order reference model (desired poles) is

given by Equation (4) with the parameters: wn = 10, ξ = 0.95, β = 0.4.
(The fractional order β = 0.4 is chosen arbitrarily in a first time for
the sake of comparison with the integer order dynamics, then it will
be optimized later using a quadratic error criteria).

The resulting discrete time model with the sampling period
T = 0.04 s is given by:

G q

q q q

q
q

f ( ) =

+ −
− −− −

0 0469 0 03919 0 004319

2 29210 5 34610

4 3 2

8 25

. . .

. .
55 4 3 2

19 35
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3 15910 8 014 10

− + −
− +− −

. . .

. .

q q q

q

(36)

where the characteristic polynomial Ar is the denominator. After re-
solving the Diophantine Equation (20), we find the control law:

u k r u k r u k r u k r u k t u k

s y k
r+( ) − ( ) − −( ) − −( ) − −( ) + −( )

− −
1 = 1 2 3 2

2
1 2 3 4 0

0 (( ) − −( )s y k1 3 (37)

with t0 0 0928= . .
Taking the initial parameter values:

θ λT = −[ ] =1 5317 0 61321 53251 2259 0 75. . . . , .

(the same initial values in the integer order case), the simulation
results are presented in Figs. 6 and 7 for the ideal case and in pres-
ence of 5% magnitude additive output noises, respectively.

One can notice the perfect desired reference velocity following
by the process output with an improved performance (fractional
order dynamics). Particularly, the overshoot is reduced compara-
tively to the integer order case and the noises effect is acceptable
as expected previously knowing the good robustification proper-
ties of fractional order filters [35].

In order to get a better observation of the differences between
the fractional case and the integer order case in the noisy experi-
ments, let us define a numerical index Iβ as the quadratic error criteria
versus the fractional power β of the model reference transfer func-
tion given in Equation (4),

I y kT u kTr
k N

N f

β = ( ) − ( )( )
=
∑ 2

0

(38)

computed on the time interval N T N Tf0[ ].
The resulting values of the index Iβ for both the integer and the

fractional adaptive pole placement control schemes of the DC Motor
in presence and in absence of additive noises are given in Table 2
(The amplitude of random noise being the same in both cases). It

Fig. 3. The structure of a DC motor.

Table 1
The DC Motor physical parameters.

Specification parameter Value

Moment of inertia of the rotor (J) 0.018 kg.m2

Motor viscous friction constant (b) 0.0055 N.m.s
Electromotive force constant (Ke) 1 V/rad/sec
Motor torque constant (Kt) 0.01 N.m/Amp
Electric resistance (R) 6.25 Ohm
Electric inductance (L) 0.024 H
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Fig. 4. Integer order adaptive pole placement control of a DC Motor (Ideal case). Fig. 5. Integer order adaptive pole placement control of a DC Motor (with output
additive noises).
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Fig. 6. Fractional order adaptive pole placement control of a DC Motor for β = 0.4
(Ideal case).

Fig. 7. Fractional order adaptive pole placement control of a DC Motor for β = 0.4
(with additive noises).
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is obvious from these comparative results that the best distur-
bance rejection is obtained for the fractional order β = 0.8 with an
improvement rate of about 60% comparatively to the integer order
case (β = 1), even if this latter has sometimes a lower error index
in the ideal case (This is due to the dynamics introduced by this
higher order approximation filter). Fig. 8 presents the best system
behavior obtained for the fractional order β = 0.8 in the presence
of 5% magnitude additive output noises.

4.2. Air-lubricated capstan drive control

In a positioning system, accuracy and repeatability are the
principle necessities, implying robust and disturbance resistant
controller.

4.2.1. Plant modelization
Consider the air-lubricated capstan drive represented in Fig. 9.

The system identification experiment is described in Chao and Neou
[34] and combines the air-lubricated capstan drive, DC servo motor,
and air slide. The controller implemented on PC includes a zero-
order-hold element accounting for 1 kHz sampling period.

The empirical identified plant model is given in the Laplace
domain by the transfer function,

G s
y s
u s

c
s as b

p ( ) =
( )
( )

=
+ +2 (39)

where u is the control signal, y is the measured (actual) output, a,
b and c are the process parameters. The system identification [34]
revealed that poles for macro and micro-motion are located
very closely together at − ±39 1801 90 4051. .j rad/sec and
− ±41 2584 94 1516. .j rad/sec, with a minor change in system gain
(from 0.036 dB to 0.031 dB). The same research work showed that
a MRAC scheme was able to control the system in both micro and
macro-modes of motion.

Let us consider the macro-motion behavior with the identified
model parameters: a = 78.36, b = 9708 and c = 9748.

4.2.2. Integer order adaptive pole placement control
Taking a sampling period T = 0.001 s, the system (39) is refor-

mulated in the discrete time domain as,

G q
q

q q
p ( ) = +( )

− +
0 004745 0 9743

1 915 0 92462

. .
. .

(40)

The desired poles to be imposed to the process are those of the
standard second order transfer function (4) with β = 1 (integer case),
ωn = 100 and ξ = 0.7.

We use the RLS algorithm (30) to estimate the process model
parameters, and after simplification of the Bezout identity (20), we
obtain the control law (35),

u k r u k t u k s y k s y kr+( ) = − ( ) + +( ) − +( ) − ( )1 1 11 0 0 1

Table 2
Quadratic error criteria VS DC Motor fractional control order.

β Iβ Without perturbation Iβ With additive output
perturbation

0.3 2.00 2.42
0.4 2.25 3.02
0.45 2.00 2.31
0.7 2.00 2.34
0.8 2.00 2.23
0.9 2.00 2.39
1 1.80 3.75

The use of bold points out results obtained for the integer order (1) vs. the best
fractional order.

Fig. 8. Fractional order adaptive pole placement control of a DC Motor for β = 0.8:
Best result.
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For the initial values:

θ λT = −[ ] =2 0422 0 9496 0 0197 0 0197 0 9. . . . , . ,

we obtain the simulation results of Figs. 10 and 11 for the ideal case
and in the presence of 5% magnitude additive output noises,
respectively.

The examination of the process output response to a step ref-
erence signal show a satisfactory behavior in absence of disturbances
and noises: an acceptable response time and a limited overshoot.
The simulation results show that the process output y follows the
reference signal, with still an acceptable performance even in pres-
ence of noises.

4.2.3. Fractional order adaptive pole placement control
We set the desired fractional order reference model (desired

poles) given by Equation (4) with the parameters: wn = 100, ξ = 0.7,
and β = 0.45. The resulting discrete time model with the sampling
period T = 0.001 s is given by:

G q
q q q

q q
f ( ) = − + +

− +

−0 1208 0 1369 0 02499 2 7210
1 869 0 9064

3 2 6

4 3

. . . .
. . qq q2 190 02897 5 31810− + −. .

(41)

where the characteristic polynomial Ar is fourth order denomina-
tor polynomial. After resolving the Diophantine Equation (20), we
find the control law:

u k r u k r u k r u k t u k

s y k s y k
r+( ) = − ( ) − −( ) − −( ) + ( )

− −( ) − −( )
1 1 2

2 3
1 2 3 0

0 1 (42)

with t0 0 9161= . .
Taking the initial parameter values:

θ λT = −[ ] =2 0422 0 9496 0 0197 0 0197 0 9. . . . , .

(the same initial values in the integer order case), the simulation
results are presented in Figs. 12 and 13 for the ideal case and in pres-
ence of 10% magnitude additive input noises, respectively.

Figs. 10 and 12 illustrate the satisfactory control results with the
proposed adaptive control scheme for respectively the integer order
(β = 1) and the fractional order (β = 0.45) cases. The performance
indexes such as rise time, maximum overshoot, and steady state error
are of good level, with a certain improvement in the fractional order
controller response regarding the overshoot (almost null) and the
control signal shape (less oscillations).

The results of Figs. 11 and 13 which can be considered as dis-
turbance resistance tests, show the very swift recovery of the target
position by the on line controlled system when disturbance of 10%
command signals intensity was applied on the process in both integer
and fractional order cases.

Fig. 9. Air-lubricated capstan drive.

Fig. 10. Integer order adaptive pole placement control of capstan drive (Ideal case).
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Fig. 11. Integer order adaptive pole placement control of capstan drive (with 10%
magnitude input noises).

Fig. 12. Fractional order adaptive pole placement control of capstan drive for β = 0.45
(Ideal case).
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In order to quantify the disturbance rejection improvement in
the fractional order control scheme, let us use the quadratic error
criteria defined in Equation (38) for different values of the fraction-
al order model reference transfer function power. The comparative
results are presented in Table 3.

It is obvious that the fractional order adaptive control scheme
offers generally better results regarding noises rejection and refer-
ence signal following. The optimal Index value is obtained for β = 0.7,
and the system response is illustrated in Fig. 14.

One can remark that for most values of the fractional power β
the quadratic error criteria show lower values in the presence of
additive random input noises than in the ideal case, which is jus-
tified by the faster convergence of the estimation algorithm as the
additive input random noises offer a better excitation to the system
[36].

For this control objective, the fractional order pole power plays
the role of a filtering parameter that offers a supplementary degree
of freedom for the designer in robustness and performance adjust-
ment tasks as illustrated by Fig. 15, which draws the error criteria
evolution versus fractional poles order in presence of distur-
bances for both simulation examples.

This robustness property of the proposed simple fractional adap-
tive pole placement controller allows us to avoid more complicated
‘robustified’ control schemes.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a new fractional adaptive control scheme is pro-
posed. The control strategy combines the classical minimal degree
pole placement with the process model parameters estimation in
real time. The desired fractional order dynamics are imposed to the
system closed loop by mean of a second order like non-integer trans-
fer function that is approximated using the famous singularity
function approximation method. The pole placement adaptive control
algorithm is then applied to compute the control signals based on
the on-line identified process model.

The aim of the suggested design procedure is to make the con-
trolled plant follow the reference with improved performance
behavior and good robustness against disturbance and noises. The
simulation results on a DC motor angular velocity control and an
air-lubricated slide/capstan-drive positioning system have con-
firmed the improved quality of the proposed adaptive control with
fractional pole placement and on-line process model identification.
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Fig. 13. Fractional order adaptive pole placement control of capstan drive β = 0.45
(with 10% magnitude input noises).

Table 3
Quadratic error criteria VS capstan drive fractional control order.

β Iβ Without perturbation Iβ With additive input
perturbation

0.35 8.88 7.61
0.45 7.49 6.93
0.55 5.11 5.10
0.65 6.51 5.61
0.7 2.81 2.80
0.75 2.84 2.84
0.8 6.08 5.51
1 4.94 5.79

The use of bold points out results obtained for the integer order (1) vs. the best
fractional order.
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